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Abstract 

The aim of this thesis is to investigate how Model-Based Testing (MBT) can improve the 
traditional testing process for the Radio Unit (RU) product within Ericsson and how Ericsson 
could introduce MBT into their working environment. This thesis work is a proof of concept. The 
scope of the thesis is limited to the functional testing of RU LTE Carrier setup. The MBT tool 
used is Spec Explorer, an extension of Visual Studios. The language used in Spec Explorer to 
create the model is C#. The RU MBT model is created based on multiple RU-specifications and 
design documentations given by Ericsson. The model created is a rainy day scenario model. To 
be able to cover the given functional requirements stated in the documentation, multiple 
iterations of the model are created. The final iteration of the model is able to implicitly cover 
most of the functional requirements. 86 Abstract test cases were generated from the RU MBT 
model. The correctness of the model was verified by comparing these abstract test cases to the 
documentation. The abstract test cases were parsed into readable format for the new test 
framework in Ericsson. 86 concrete test cases were run in the new test framework to test a live 
RU, two errors were found. Analyzing and comparing the MBT process with the traditional 
testing process, the conclusion was that MBT shows an improvement in testing cost, testing 
quality, requirement traceability, defect detection and model behavior evolution. However MBT 
is still a demanding process with drawbacks. The recommendation is to first implement smaller 
models of RU functions and then successively implement more complex RU functions and 
extend the models when needed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

En tillämpning av modellbaserad testning för 

att förbättra testprocessen för Radio Unit 

Sammanfattning 

Syftet med examensarbetet är att undersöka hur Model-Based Testing (MBT) kan förbättra den 
traditionella test processen för Radio Unit (RU) produkten inom Ericsson och hur Ericsson skulle 
kunna införa MBT i sin arbetsmiljö. Detta examensarbete är en proof of concept. Omfattningen 
av examensarbetet är begränsad till funktion testning av RU LTE Carrier setup. MBT verktyget 
som används i examensarbetet är Spec Explorer. Spec Explorer är en utvidgning av Visual 
Studios och språket som används för modellering i Spec Explorer är C#. RU modellen är 
skapad från RU specification- och design dokumenten som gavs av Ericsson. Modellen är 
skapad enligt rainy day scenarion där man i fokus testar negativa testfall. Flera iterationer av 
modellen skapades för att täcka de givna funktionella kraven som anges i dokumenten. Den 
slutliga iterationen av modellen kan implicit täcka de funktionella kraven. 86 abstrakta testfall 
genererades från RU modellen. Verifikationen av modellens korrekthet genomfördes genom att 
jämföra de abstrakta testfallen med dokumenten. De abstrakta testfallen parsas sedan till ett 
läsbart format för den nya test ramenverket i Ericsson. Av de 86 testfall som kördes i den nya 
test ramenverket hittades 2 fel. En jämförelsen mellan MBT och den traditionella test processen 
utfördes på resultatet. Slutsatsen är att MBT visar en förbättring i testkostnaden, 
testningskvaliten, spårbarheten av testfallen, defekt detektion och modell evolution. Men MBT är 
fortfarande en krävande process med nackdelar. Rekommendation för att införa MBT i Ericsson 
är att först implementera modeller av mindre RU funktioner och sedan successivt implementera 
modeller av mer komplexa RU funktioner samt updatera modellerna när det behövs. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

 

1.1 General 

This Master thesis aims to investigate how model-based testing (MBT) can improve the testing 
process for the Radio Unit (RU) product within Ericsson. The Master thesis work was carried out 
at Ericsson AB in Kista. Ericsson is a well-known telecom company in the world which focuses 
on network services and mobile technology. Radio Unit is a main part of the Radio Base Station 
(RBS) developed by Ericsson. To be able to ensure the best quality of the RBS products a 
significant effort is put on the RU testing. Each iteration of the RU product has to be thoroughly 
tested using traditional testing methods. The test cases are designed and written manually, 
which in turn leads to RU testing being one of the most expensive and intensive parts of the 
product development process. The current method of RU testing needs to be improved. 
Ericsson is looking for a better way to more efficiently create test cases and modify test cases.  
 

An opportunity for improvement could be to introduce model-based testing, the main purpose of 
MBT is to automatically generate test cases based on models describing test component also 
known as the System Under Test (SUT) [14]. There are multiple ways to introduce MBT and 
multiple modeling tools could be used to implement the SUT behavior. In this Master Thesis 
Spec Explorer is used as the modeling tool. Spec Explorer is a model-based testing tool that 
extends Visual Studio. Models are created by using an extended version of the language C# [8].  
 

An important part of the MBT process is to verify the integrity and correctness of the model 
behavior in Spec Explorer. There are two ways to do this. The first way is to use the new 
Ericsson test framework. The new test framework is Ericsson internal, used to test some of the 
RU functionality. The second way is to manually check the test cases generated from the model 
behavior so that they represent the correct test cases for the RU.  

 

1.2 Background 

In order to improve RU testing, it is important to know which RU functionalities and requirements 
need to be tested. The RU is a part of the RBS, the RBS is a part of the Radio Access Network 
(RAN) and the RAN is a part of the mobile telecommunication system. Public users use their 
User Equipment (UE), often cellphones or laptops, to access to the RAN to communicate with 
each other. The communication process occurs in the RAN where UEs are connected with the 
Radio Base Station (RBS). The RBS relays and transfers the traffic data between the UEs and 
the public networks. The communication with the UE is two ways, uplink or downlink. Uplink is 
the chain where the information comes from the UE and goes up to the RBS, the RBS is 
receiving the information. Downlink is the chain where the RBS is transmitting information down 
to the UE.  
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Figure 1. The Radio Access Network (RAN) 

 
The most important part of the RAN is the Radio Base Station. The RBS handles all of the 
uplink and downlink communication and translates data appropriately between UEs and the 
public networks. This is done by transforming the data from analog to digital or vice versa. The 
UE will communicate with the RBS using analog data and the RBS will communicate with the 
core network using digital data, see figure 1.  
 

To be able to transmit or receive the data by air between the RU and the UE, there is a need to 
set up so-called radio Carriers. A Carrier is simply a radio channel with an appropriate 
frequency, bandwidth and power used for the purpose of transmitting or receiving data through 
air as an electromagnetic wave. The wider the bandwidth of the carrier is, the more the data 
capacity is. The more power the carrier has, the longer the signal of the carrier reaches. It is the 
RU main task to set up and configure these Carriers for the information and data transfer. 
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Figure 2. A picture describing the Carriers in terms of power and frequency 

The Carrier type is decided by the RU according to the Radio Access Standards (RAS) that the 
RBS-hardware supports. There are multiple RAS for wireless communication in today's telecom 
industry. The RAS determines how fast the data throughput is on a specific network. The 
evolution of the radio access standards have been astonishing from the 2G GSM (Global 
System for Mobile) network which has a maximum throughput speed of 1Mbps to the 4G LTE 
(long-term evolution) network with its impressive performance of up to 3 Gbps [26]. 
 

This fast evolution has also lead to multiple iterations of the RU products, where each new 
iteration needs intensive testing and analysis. Functional testing is one of the most important 
areas for the RU product development within Ericsson. To be able to ensure that each iteration 
of the RU products is thoroughly tested, numerous different tests have to be designed and 
manually implemented.  

 

1.3 Purpose of the thesis 

This thesis intends to investigate if it is possible to increase the efficiency of the testing process 
for the RU by using a MBT tool. The MBT tool is used to generate abstract test cases from a 
behavior model representing the RU. This is to be determined by first creating a model of the 
RU, evaluating the behavior of the model carefully and comparing the result with the existing 
testing strategy. The comparison focuses on testing time, testing cost, testing quality, 
traceability, defect detection and model evolution.  
 

The language C# is used for building the model in Spec Explorer. The result of the model is 
simple abstract test cases which have to be translated into valid input parameters for the 
existing test framework. A test logic is then created in the existing test framework which is used 
for both verifying the abstract test cases and performing functional tests on the RU environment.  
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The ultimate task of the Master Thesis is to come to a conclusion whether MBT can be utilized 
to improve the testing process and how it could be introduced into Ericsson. This Thesis work 
will be a proof of concept. 
 

Additionally Spec Explorer as a modeling tool is investigated and its usability and efficiency is 
analyzed. Hopefully it will identify how Spec Explorer could be used for future MBT tasks.  

 

1.4 Project Scope 

The RU is a comprehensive system with multiple iterations of both hardware and software 
functionalities. Large parts of the functionalities are also changed depending on the Radio 
Access Standards that the RU hardware supports. To limit the scope of the Master Thesis the 
model is only involved with the RU Long-Term Evolution (LTE) Carrier setup phase. The Carrier 
setup is the key functionality of the RU. The model created is a use case scenario where a user 
sets up a Carrier or multiple Carriers on a LTE RU.  
 

The model is created based on multiple RU-specification and design documents given by 
Ericsson. It is assumed that the documentation given when creating the model is both correct 
and up to date and representing of the actual RU used in the company portfolio. The conclusion 
drawn from verifying the RU functionalities is also based on comparing those functionalities 
mentioned in the documentation with the actual functionalities for the RU under test.  

 

1.5 Methodology 

At the initial stage of the thesis a conclusive study was done on how the RU Carrier setup phase 
is performed. The purpose of the study was to pinpoint all of the necessary specifications 
needed for the Carrier setup process. The implementation of the Spec Explorer model was an 
iterative process where the trial and error method was used to continuously improve the 
behavior coverage of the SUT. The abstract test cases generated by the model are analyzed 
using a quantitative evaluation method by running it in the existing test environment and 
verifying the correctness of the results. The conclusions of this thesis are taken by using an 
experiential and scientific approach.  
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Chapter 2 MBT and testing in Ericsson 

 

2.1 General 

To be able to fully grasp the concept of Model-Based Testing, it is important to first define what 
testing is. According to Utting [14] testing is the activity of performing any kind of evaluation for a 
product to measure its quality and trying to improve it by identifying defects and problems. With 
traditional testing techniques, testing is often done manually by creating test cases that are 
based on the specifications of the SUT. The main part of the testing process is functional testing 
where the functionality of the SUT is tested and verified. The verification of the test result is 
done by comparing the test result with the expected outcome. Testing techniques are often 
characterized into two categories, black-box testing and white-box testing. Black-box testing is 
pure functional testing where the main focus is on the functionality of the SUT without knowing 
the internal implementation. White-box testing is the process of testing the actual internal 
implementation and structure.  
 

Today’s systems have become more and more elaborated and complex which have led to an 
increase in importance for system quality and system validation. This has in turn made testing 
one of the most resource and time demanding tasks in system development [17][4][2].  
 

2.2 Model-based testing 

Model-based testing is one of the most promising ways to improve the testing efficiency and 
quality [1]. MBT is often considered as the fourth generation of test automation [1]. In MBT, a 
model is created based on the SUT behavior, focusing on functionalities that are critical to the 
system. MBT can be considered to be a type of black-box testing where a test model of the SUT 
behavior is created in a suitable modeling language. The model reflects the correct behavior of 
the system at an abstract level and does not need to have any knowledge of the internal 
structures of the SUT. Instead, the test model is created based on the system requirements 
describing the SUT behavior. 
 

There are multiple definitions for MBT. According to Utting and Legeard the term MBT is used to 
describe the process of the automation for designing black-box tests [14]. In [19] MBT is 
considered to be the support of one or more software testing activities from a model of the SUT 
behavior. In [27] MBT is considered to be a so-called lightweight formal method used to validate 
a software system. It is considered formal because the model is created based on the formal 
specifications for the SUT. The reason it is called light weight is because MBT does not rely on 
heavy mathematical equations to prove that the model implementation matches the SUT. This 
thesis uses a more general term to describe MBT. MBT is a tool restricted to the generation of 
black-box abstract test cases from a test model based on a SUT. The test model allows for 
continuous development according to the system requirements. The abstract test cases are the 
result of running the MBT tool used to ensure that the implementations of the SUT behavior are 
correctly done according to the system requirements. The abstract test cases must then be 
translated into executable test cases in a test environment. 
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There are multiple approaches in how to deploy MBT. According to [14] the main approaches 
are: Online testing and Offline testing. Online testing is a way to test non-deterministic systems 
by running a continuous test suite. This testing method is useful if the test execution tool needs 
to communicate with an active model during the test execution process. Offline testing is the 
method of generating a finite set of test cases ready to be executed in a later stage. The benefit 
of Offline testing is to allow the use of external test execution platforms.  
 

Testing different systems might need different types of test coverage. There are multiple test 
scenarios which can be used to achieve different types of test coverage. Some typical test 
scenarios are: sunny day test case and rainy day test case. A sunny day test case is also 
known as positive test case, it is used to create test scenarios that are supposed to test basic 
functionalities were nothing goes wrong. It is used to test typical test sequences of user actions 
and system responses [25]. A rainy day test case is also known as negative test case, it is used 
to create test scenarios where something goes wrong. It is used to test errors, boundaries, 
exceptions and extreme situations.  
 

Due to the fact that an MBT tool is able to generate numerous test cases, especially for Offline 
testing, it is absolutely essential that the MBT process has automation support for the test 
execution process. Without having full automation support for the MBT process, MBT will lose 
its promise.  

 

2.3 Benefits of MBT 

MBT has multiple benefits when compared with traditional testing. This section will discuss 
some of the advantages and disadvantages of MBT in detail.   

2.3.1 Reduce test cost and testing time  

One of the main purposes of MBT is the promise of improved efficiency and lowered testing cost. 
There are multiple reasons why this is achievable in MBT and there are also multiple studies 
that support this claim [1][4]. The often mentioned reason is that modeling with a MBT tool 
requires less time and effort spent on writing and maintaining the models for the SUT. With MBT 
the testing process can be introduced in a much earlier stage in the development process in 
parallel with the implementation phase. This means that some defects are able to be spotted 
before or during the actual implementation. This greatly reduces the cost of fixing the problem 
compared with the case the problem is spotted in a later stage [19]. The testing time is also 
reduced because of the automation possibilities which are enabled in MBT compared to 
traditional testing. Lastly the failure analysis time is able to be reduced with a clear structure on 
how failure should be reported and a clear test case sequence through the model.   

2.3.2 Improve testing quality  

In traditional testing, the quality of the test is dependent on the ingenuity of the engineers and 
the design of the tests is not always easily reproducible. By using the MBT process it is possible 
to greatly reduce the intervention of the test engineers and the quality of the testing process is 
possibly increased accordingly [14]. Another reason why MBT might increase the testing quality 
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is the fact that with model-based testing it is easier to achieve better test coverage compared 
with a manual design. The reason for this is that a well-defined model is able to generate many 
more test cases, and by changing the test criteria even so slightly it is easily to increase the test 
coverage even more.  

2.3.3 Fault detection 

One of the main goals of MBT is to find fault within the system behavior, which is achieved by 
generating test cases based on the SUT. There have been multiple claims on how MBT is able 
to increase fault detection compared with traditional testing. Pretschner [2] claims that MBT is 
able to detect 2 to 6 times more failures compared to the traditional testing methods. Utting [14] 
mentions that multiple comparative studies have shown that MBT is just as good or better at 
detecting failures compared to manually designed tests. Dalal [3] mentions that generated test 
cases reveal numerous defects that are not able to be exposed using traditional testing 
approaches.  

2.3.4 Requirement defect detection and requirement validation 

Requirement defect detection is the process of finding informal requirements not strictly 
specified but stated in natural-language. Requirement validation usually involves an engineer 
judging the validity of each requirement. By using models which describe the SUT behavior it is 
easier for engineers to identify the inconsistencies and problems in the design and specification 
documentations. This is often done before the actual implementation phase. By using models, it 
is also easier to ensure that the captured requirements reflect the functionality of the SUT. 
Utting [14] experiences that almost half of the failures reported from the test runs are sourced 
from modeling or requirement errors.  

2.3.5 Requirements evolution and reuse of assets 

In traditional testing if the requirements of the SUT are changed, it is also crucial to update the 
test cases to reflect those new requirements. In traditional testing this is a major issue due to 
the time-consumption since each test is created manually. The advantage of MBT is that test 
assets and models can easily be modified or reproduced for regression testing. When system 
changes are introduced it is often sufficient to only update the model and generate the test 
cases again. The time used to update the model and re-generate the test cases is usually lower 
than the time that it would have taken to manually re-create all of the test cases. 

  

2.4 Challenges with model-based testing 

There are multiple problems and challenges that come with MBT. One major challenge with 
MBT is that it requires tremendous initial effort and investment to be successfully established 
within a company. There exists a generic barrier for MBT due to its inherent complexity. The test 
engineers need expertise within both model-based testing and the application area to be able to 
design the abstract models necessary to correctly represent the SUT. It is very important that 
the model is a faithful representation of the SUT when the actual implementation process starts. 
In order to achieve the correct model the engineers will require training. The training process 
might have a high initial learning curve if the engineers have no prior experience with MBT [14].  
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A second challenge with MBT is that it will require many man-hours to create the initial models 
needed to embody the SUT. This is especially true if the SUT is complex and has to be divided 
into smaller models to correctly represent its behavior. A lot of thought and testing has to be put 
into each model. Each model has to be analyzed in regards to both how successful the models 
express the SUT behavior and how efficient the model is. An SUT might need multiple different 
types of models, created in multiple different MBT tools to accurately represent its behavior. 
This process often takes a long time and requires some trial and error methods to find the best 
way to create each model.  

 
A third challenge with MBT is that trying to model very large and complex system using finite 
state machines often becomes impracticable due to its inherent complexity. Kuliamin [4] 
describes this problem with the term “state explosion problem”. The state explosion problem 
occurs when automated models with complex functionality have a very large amount of test 
possibilities, making it inconceivably hard to manage and to keep track of each individual test 
case.  
 

Lastly, MBT is not applicable for every type of system or every type of SUT scenario. The 
conclusion according to [14] is that MBT is usually only used for functional testing and 
occasionally for stress testing the performance of a system.  

 

2.5 Testing in Ericsson 

There are multiple types of hardware and software systems tests at Ericsson. Two types of tests 
that are relevant for this thesis are the functional- and the node test. The functional test is to test 
functionalities for a single component in the RBS-system, for example testing the RU LTE 
Carrier setup. The node tests are known as system tests, which integrate multiple components 
together to see how they interact with each other. It is reasonable to say that node tests also 
cover some parts of the functional tests.  
 

There are two testing frameworks that are being used right now at Ericsson for testing and 
verifying the RU functionalities. The first testing framework is the old testing framework which is 
only used for functional tests. The second and newer testing framework is the most common 
testing framework used for Ericsson products. Both of these testing frameworks are a part of 
Ericsson’s continuous verification process. Ericsson is undergoing a transition from the old test 
framework to the new test framework. The new test framework used for testing the RU 
functionalities is still under development.  

2.5.1 The old test framework 

The old test framework includes two parts, a test engine and a test node. The test engine with 
its GUI runs on either UNIX or Linux machine. The test node is a test configuration combined 
with one or more RU’s. Test cases are executed in the test engine. With the help of the old 
testing framework users are able to perform black box level testing against functionality 
specifications, requirements, software descriptions or design rules. The test cases generated by 
the old test framework are generally described in the verification specification (VS) or 
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verification instruction (VI) documentations. It is important to notice that the old testing 
framework is only used for functional testing and is not used for node tests.  
 

Every test case takes around 5 man-days to create, including the design aspect and 
documentation aspect. There are numerous test cases for the functional testing of RU, every 
test case is created based on the RU requirement documentations. When a new iteration of the 
RU product is released, new test cases and old test cases are created and updated according 
to the requirements for the new RU. This process is done manually in the current test framework. 
Each test case takes around 5 to 20 min to run on the old test environment and multiple test 
cases are able to run simultaneously.  
 
When a failure is found on the RU with a test case, the tester has to manually go through the 
test case and find the reason for the failure. This is not always a simple task because the tester 
has to be able to pinpoint the cause for the failure within the test script and then do an analysis 
on the cause. This analysis tends to take a long time because the cause for the failure might be 
dependent on multiple origins and therefore difficult to identify. When the reason for the failure is 
found, the tester have to create a trouble report describing the problem and send the trouble 
report to the team responsible for the problem area.  
 

2.5.2 The new test framework 

The new test framework is a Java-based test automation framework used specially for Ericsson 
Products. The test framework architecture is based on multiple layers with well-defined 
interfaces and components. The actual execution engine that the test framework uses is either 
JUnit or TestNG. For this project the test framework is used with the engine TestNG.  
 

At this moment it is only possible to execute node tests in the new test framework. This means 
that in order to perform functional tests and node tests for the RU two different testing 
frameworks (the old one and the new one) have to be used simultaneously. Ericsson is 
undergoing a transition towards the new test framework completely. The reason for this is that 
the new test framework is much more widely-used and has more functionality integrated with it 
compared to the old test framework. This also means that the functional testing for the RU is 
currently being developed and implemented in the new test framework.  

2.5.3 TestNG 

The new test framework uses TestNG as its execution engine. TestNG is designed to support 
modern testing criteria and to add new functionalities which make it easier to use. Some of 
these functionalities are: the use of annotations, the support of parameters, the support of data-
driven testing and more [7]. TestNG is able to support a wide range of testing needs such as 
unit tests, functional tests, end-to-end tests and integration tests.  
 

The testing process of TestNG is usually the combination of (1) writing the logic to be tested by 
using annotations in the test code and (2) adding configuration for the test such as defining the 
class names, parameter information, listener information and the order the logic should be run in 
a configuration file as XML.  
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Figure 3. An example of a TestNG XML file 

Figure 3 shows an example TestNG configuration file. The suite element is the root element in 

the XML file and must be defined by a name tag attribute. Each XML file must have a single suite 

which represents it. A suite is able to contain one or more test sub-trees. In this example there 

exist two such test sub-trees. Inside of each test sub-tree there is at least one TestNG class 
defined where the test methods can be found. Each test sub-tree can contain one or more 
TestNG classes. If there is no further information except for the specification of the class, all of the 

test annotation methods is executed within that test class. An example is presented in 
SuiteOperation2. There is also the possibility to select the test methods that the user wants to 

execute and the order of executing methods by using the method block with the include element. 

An example is presented in SuiteOperation. In include elements there also exists the possibility to 

specify parameter values to be run in the test case. Similar to the include tag, there exists an 

exclude tag which is able to exclude test methods which is not relevant to the test run.  

 
The only part of the example that is required for the new test environment execution is the 
listeners section. The regular TestNG listener consist of simple interfaces which allow the user to 

modify the TestNG’s behavior, and contains various callback methods that allow the user to 
keep track of testing events. To use the new test environment functions in the TestNG based 
testing methods, the test environment functions needs to be initialized at the beginning of the 
execution as listeners. The new test framework is then able to perform several internal tasks 
between the test method executions such as creating a new log file, catching special events and 
more.  
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Figure 4. A Java test case example of TestNG 

Figure 4 shows how test case logic can look like and how to use annotations in the code. Here 
is a quick overview of the annotations that are used in the example with their corresponding 
attributes: 
 

 @BeforeClass: This annotated method is used to describe the operations that should be 
run before the first test case in the class that is being invoked.  

 @AfterClass: This annotated method is used to describe the operations that should be 
run after the last test case in the class that is being invoked.  

 @Setup: The Setup annotated method will run before each individual test method in the 

class that is being invoked.  
 @Teardown: The Teardown annotated method will run after each individual test method 

in the class that is being invoked.  
 @Test: Do the actual test. In this example the test method, myTestCase will be run.   

 @Parameters: Describes how to parse parameter values into the test. In this example 
the parameter values are parsed through the XML file.  

 

There are also Before/AfterSuite annotations. These annotations must be put into a separate 

class. The reason is that Before/AfterSuite describes the operations in the suite level rather than 

the class level shown in this example.  
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2.5.3.1 Assertions 

Assertion is a very powerful functionality of TestNG. An assertion is a Boolean statement 
implemented by the user at specified points under the test case execution. Since the assertion 
is a Boolean condition it will evaluate to either True or False. If the assertion statement evaluates 

to True, the result of the test case will not be influenced by this statement. This means that if the 
test result is Passed, it will remain Passed and if it is Failed it will remain Failed. However if the 

assertion statement evaluates to False, then the test case result is Failed from that point on 

independent from the original result. 
 

There are two types of assertions, soft assertion and hard assertion. When the evaluation of a 
hard assertion is equal to False, the test case will fail and stop immediately and the test case 

execution will jump to the next test case. When using a soft assertion, if the evaluation result is 
equal to False, the result will be saved but the test case execution will continue on the same test 

case.  

 

 
Figure 5. Example of different assertion types 

Figure 5 shows the different types of assertions, notice that the difference between them is only 
that soft assertion methods start with saveAssert while hard assertion methods start with assert. It 
is the test case designer’s choice to choose when to use soft or hard assertions. Hard assertion 
is usually used to verify preconditions. The reason for this is simple, if a precondition fails and 
the following steps are dependent on the precondition, then there is no point in continuing the 
execution. Soft assertion is usually used to verify independent commands, so that if the first 
result verification fails, the test case won't immediately stop.  
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Chapter 3. Spec Explorer 

 

3.1 General 

Spec Explorer is a state-based MBT tool developed and used by the Microsoft Research team. 
The tool is used on a daily basis to test various components and software’s within the Microsoft 
Corporation [23]. Microsoft itself mentions Spec Explorer as the forefront of the MBT revolution 
in software testing [8].  
 

Spec Explorer is a powerful tool that extends Microsoft Visual Studio. The model is created 
according to the SUT behavior and is written in an extended version of the language C#. The 
main purpose of the tool is to test reactive and object-oriented systems. The model created is 
able to be expressed with a graphical visualization. The created model can then be analyzed 
and validated. Lastly the model is able to generate abstract test cases according to the behavior 
of the SUT. 
 

System and software behaviors can be expressed using multiple different styles. Two of the 
most important styles are: interaction-oriented and state-oriented. With Interaction-oriented 
behavior model, the input and output of the model is described from the viewpoint of an outside 
observer. The observer will see the interactions between the system components as states. A 
typical instance of interaction-based model can be used to describe use cases and sequence 
diagrams. In the state-oriented behavior model, the input and output of the model is described 
from the viewpoint of system states. Every system state also has an action trigger that enables 
the transition possibilities to the other states. A typical instance of state-oriented model can be 
state machines such as finite state machines or abstract state machines.  
 

Spec Explorer supports the possibility using action machines to describe the state space. For 
the action machines Spec Explorer uses an extension of the language C#.  
 

The result of the model is generated in Spec Explorer depending on four factors: the set of input 
values into the system, the starting state of the model, the state-transitions between the states 
depending on the given preconditions and the set of final states the system must end up in 
when terminating. To verify the correctness of the result, Spec Explorer is able to provide 
powerful means for visualization of the exploration result. Lastly Spec Explorer is able to 
produce abstract test cases for the model behaviors which can be used for the verification of the 
SUT behavior.  
 

3.2 Modeling in Spec Explorer 

The Spec Explorer architecture is designed to be able to support different styles of behavior 
models, the use of parameterization and configurability. To further understand how the model 
and exploration of the SUT behavior functions, it is important to understand the basic concepts 
for Spec Explorer modeling. The general concept in Spec Explorer is that each model is created 
using two components of equal importance. The first is the model program, which represents 
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the set of rules used to define the behavior of the SUT. The second is the Cord script which is 
used to define the behavior description of the model. These two components must work in 
tandem with each other in order to make suitable models of the SUT.  
 

To be able to understand in more depth how these two components work and the general 
concept of Spec Explorer, more elements are introduced with regards to Spec Explorer.  

3.2.1 Model Program 

The model program is often written in the programming language C# with extensions. It is the 
key component which enables the support of all types of behavior models such as the 
previously mentioned interaction-oriented and state-oriented modeling styles. The model 
program usually consists of one or multiple program classes which contain the modeling rules 
needed to represent the SUT behavior. The difficulty with creating the model program lies in 
identifying the involved rules that correspond to the SUT functionalities. This process is able to 
be simplified in situations where the model program can be derived from an existing SUT. The 
model program should consist of the following: rules corresponding to the SUT functionalities, 
attributes for the rules and conditions for the model states transitions.  

3.2.2 Cord Scripts 

The Cord scripts are often mentioned as the heart of modeling in Spec Explorer [20]. The Cord 
scripts are written in a scripting language called Cord. The idea behind the Cord script is to 
define and configure the model program to achieve a testable model of the SUT. To achieve this, 
the Cord script needs to do the following:  
 

 Creating a mapping between the model program and the SUT with the help of action 

declarations for the rules corresponding to the SUT functionalities.  

 Adding a layer of configuration to the model to control the model exploration- and testing 

path.  
 Adding Machines used to define scenarios for the test generation through the exploration 

process.  
 Using behavior composition with a set of operators to compose and combine different 

SUT behaviors. 
 

The following sections describe the functions and interactions between the Cord script and 
model program.   

3.2.2.1 Action and action declaration 

Action declaration is used to declare which rules are needed with the SUT functionality. After 
that the required actions are declared. The Cord script is then able to use those specified 
actions to express the SUT behavior. This is done by using so-called action invocations with the 
required parameter values.  
 

In Spec Explorer there are three types of actions: call actions, return actions and event actions. 
A call action represents an input from the test system to the SUT, the return action captures the 
response from the SUT and an event action is autonomous message from the SUT. The call 
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and return action is an action pair consisting of atomic actions. An atomic action is not able to 
be interrupted under its runtime once it is invoked. Spec Explorer is able to ensure that after a 
completed atomic call action, the corresponding atomic return action is enabled. Each of these 
action pairs is represented as a single rule in the model program. When the tests execution 
invokes one of these action pair rules, other rules will be blocked until the action is finished and 
the return value is received.  

 

 
Figure 6. Actions declaration example in the Cord scripts 

It is easy to distinguish the difference between the call-return action and the event action by the 
key term event. When invoking an action to express the behavior of the SUT it is also possible to 

use parameters. The parameter values must match the specific type and position according to 
the signature provided by the action declaration. The parameter value can be variables or 
literals. If the parameter value does not match the action declaration, an error will occur under 
runtime.  

3.2.2.2 Rules 

In Spec Explorer rules written in the model program are used to define the states and state 
transitions of the SUT behavior. For every rule in the model program there exists an optional 
action argument which specifies the associated action invocation in the Cord script. Rules are 
able to determine which state transitions are possible from the current state in the model 
program. It does so by exploring each possible rule from the given state and specifying which 
transitions are possible from that state. The output from a rule is zero if there are no more 
possible transitions from the given state. If there are more transitions options, the output will be 
the possible transition states.  
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Figure 7. Rule declaration example in the model program 

Figure 7 shows a simple example of how rules are implemented in Spec Explorer. It also shows 
how rules in the model program are associated with Cord script as action declarations. In this 
example there are two rules, Sum and Clear. They are able to determine which states transitions 

are possible from the given states. The Condition.IsTrue statement is an API check provided by 

Spec Explorer for specifying a condition. In this case the condition limits the possible transitions 
between states. The int value of stateTotal must be greater than 0 to be able to transition into 

the Clear state. As mentioned previously each of these rules is represented as two atomic 

actions, a call action and a corresponding return action. When a rule is invoked the system is 
not able to perform or start exploring any other rules before the system gets the expected 
outputs.  

 
The Requirement.Capture statement is also an API provided by Spec Explorer. 

Requirement.Capture is a powerful function used for creating user-defined requirements for test 

coverage usage.  

3.2.2.3 Configurations 

The purpose of the configuration in the Cord script is to limit and control the exploration pattern 
for the test generation. To do this the actions are defined in the configuration which can be seen 
in figure 8. The clause action all is used to declare all of the rules in the specified model 

program class. The State-/StepBounds are used to define and limit the number of state transitions 

or state visitations that occur under test generation. The configuration clause is able to 
determine the position where the test cases are generated. It is also able to determine if the 
generated test cases can be visualized or run in Visual Studios own test verification tool. These 
are only some of the commonly used switches in the configuration. There are many more 
switches that can be used to control the exploration.  
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     Figure 8. Configuration example in the Cord script 

3.2.2.4 Machines 

Machines are defined in Cord scripts for the purpose of specifying and assigning names to 
behavior scenarios. Each behavior scenario represents a use case. Machines are the core of 
test generation and the basis used for model exploration. Each machine in Cord script is based 
on one or multiple configuration with action declarations. The configuration provides the 
signatures and bounds that constrain the machine. The set of actions determine how the 
machine behavior represents the behavior scenarios of the SUT. The behavior scenario defined 
in a machine is a combination of action invocations and behavior composition.  
 

A machine is also able to refer to other machine behaviors. This enables the creation of more 

advanced and complex combined behavior scenarios. However, Spec Explorer does not allow 

the use of cyclic references between machines. It means that there are no possibilities to create 

recursive machines. The possibility of using recursive machines can be useful if the tester wants 

to combine multiple test suites in hierarchies and execute them in all at once. But this 

functionality is not necessary to complete the tasks in this thesis.  
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Figure 9. Examples of machines used in the Cord script 

 
Figure 9 shows a few examples of machines used to describe model behavior. The machine 
ModelProgram explores the complete model behavior without restrictions. The machine TestSuite 

refers to the machines MinimumScenario and ModelProgram. MinimumScenario runs a set of 

actions that are specified in the machine with the corresponding parameter values. If there does 
not exist a parameter value, a random value is generated according to the configurations. The 
“||” sign in TestSuite is an example of a behavior composition used to constrain the exploration 

model.  

3.2.2.5 Behavior Composition 

The behavior composition is a set of operators used to describe combined machine behaviors 
and action declarations from the configurations. Some of the most useful behavior compositions 
are explained below:  
 

 Sum(_); Sum(_); Clear;  
This is the simplest form of behavior composition and is used to describe sequencing 
actions.  

 Sum(_); _ ; _ ; Clear;  
The behavior composition “ _ ” is used to describe any action that is defined in the 

configuration for the specific machine.  
 Sum(_); (Sum(_) | Clear);  

The behavior composition “ | “ is used to describe either or, the possible traces of the 

machine are Sum(_) and Sum(_) or Sum(_) and Clear.  

 MinimumScenario || ModelProgram 
The behavior composition ”||” represents the synchronized parallel composition 

operator. Every state and state transition of the machine behavior must be synchronized 
for each of the sub-behaviors and the result of the behavior is the intersection of the two 
sub-behaviors. It is very important to notice that the operator is not commutative, which 
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means that it matters in which order the two sub-behaviors are stated. The result of the 
state transitions is chosen from the behavior on the left and is matched to the behavior 
on the right.  

 (Sum(_); Sum(_)) & (Sum(_); Clear) 
The “ & ” behavior composition is used to describe every possible permutation of the two 

sub-behaviors.  
 Sum(_)*  

The “ * “ represents zero or more occurrence of the specific action.  

 Sum(_)+  
The “ + “ represents one or more occurrence of the specific action.  

3.2.2.6 Slicing 

Slicing is the most powerful function of Spec Explorer. Slicing is a way of using different 
behavior composition and pre-defined parameter values to create unique and specific scenarios 
for the model behavior. The main reason why slicing is needed is to limit the model behavior so 
that the model created from the SUT is testable.  

 

 
Figure 10. Slicing examples in the Cord script 

Figure 10 shows some of the power of slicing and how machines can be constructed and 
referred to take full advantage of the behavior compositions to constrain the model behavior. 
The MinimumScenario machine in this example demonstrates this very well. The machine 
MinimumScenario is going to run the specific behavior composition of Sum(), Sum(), Clear from 
the model program rules. The parameter values for the rules in the MinimumScenario machine 
are fixed according to the pre-defined values. Only using this slicing machine will limit the model 
behavior to only explore behaviors involving the composition of Sum(x), Sum(5) and Clear. 

3.2.3 Explorer class library 
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The Spec Explorer class library needs to be included to be able to use the basic functions 
provided in Spec Explorer. Some of the functions that the Spec Explorer class library introduces 
are: attribute classes, value types and helper methods. The attribute classes are used for the 
declaration of rules in the model program. The value types are there to help and support various 
modeling features such as state identification. The helper methods are used by Spec Explorer 
to control various aspects of the model behavior such as requirements handling and support.  

 

3.3 Testing in Spec Explorer 

A test case is a unit derived from the exploration path through a test suite with selected traversal 
criteria. Each test case has its own scenario under the SUT. In Spec Explorer each test case is 
represented by an exploration path as states and state transitions. Each state is defined as 
rules in the model program and the corresponding actions in the Cord script. For the test case 
generation to be successful a test case must end in a so-called accepting state. Accepting 
states are there to reflect the actions taken ensuring that the test case created fulfills the test 
purpose. In Spec Explorer every state is an accepting state by default unless an accepting 
condition is created. If the accepting condition is created, it must be satisfied for a test case to 
be passed successfully.  

 
The parameter values of the state exploration are generated using the combinatorial interaction 
testing (CIT) technique. CIT is a black box system testing technique which selects the possible 
input parameter values and combines them in a systematic manner. By designing a covering 
array which uses pairwise parameter combinations, the size of the test suite can be reduced. 
More information about how CIT functions is described in (http://cse.unl.edu/~citportal/).  

 

 
Figure 11. An overview of testing in Spec Explorer 

Figure 11 describes the overview of the Spec Explorer testing process. The Model of the SUT 
describes the SUT behavior and is used to generate abstract test cases. The abstract test 
cases are used for the creation of executable test cases. The executable test cases are then 
able to be used for conformance checking of the SUT behavior.  

 
Spec Explorer has three modes used for the SUT testing. Those modes are: Test Code 
Generated testing (TCG), Dynamic Traversal testing (DT) and On-The-Fly testing (OTF). TCG is 

http://cse.unl.edu/~citportal/
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the default mode used in Spec Explorer. The mode can be changed by using Spec Explorer 
switches.  

3.3.1 Test Code Generated testing 

TCG resembles offline test and contains three distinct activities: model exploration, test code 
generation and test execution. The reason why TCG resembles the offline testing method is 
because the conformance of the generated test cases is decoupled from the model.  

 
The first activity is the model exploration. A model in TCG is created according to the Cord 
machines defined by the configurations, behavior compositions and model program rules. The 
exploration of the model is the complete state exploration which must cover the complete model 
behavior. The result is a finite state machine in the form of a finite exploration graph. To find the 
finite state machine Spec Explorer does an exhaustive exploration search through the model’s 
state space [9]. This exhaustive exploration algorithm works informally as following:  

1. In every current model state, starting with the initial state, determine which action 
invocations are enabled by the preconditions and the parameter values of the 
current state.  

2. Calculate each successor state of those invocations.  
3. Iterate through steps 1 and 2 until there is no more states to explore.  

 
To limit the size of the finite state machine Spec Explorer provides a collection of pruning 
techniques which are essential if the state space is too large.  

 Filters, which is used as predicates over states, if a state doesn’t satisfy all of the filters it 
is not included.  

 Bounds, which is used to limit the number of states visited.  
 State Partitioning, which is used to partition the state space into state groups. Once any 

state in a state group is explored, the rest of the states within that state group will also 
be counted as explored.  

 
The second activity is to generate abstract test cases. Spec Explorer is able to generate 
abstract test cases in TCG when a reasonable sized finite state machine has been created. An 
abstract test case is simply a traversing path through the finite state machine using a predefined 
traversal algorithm. The abstract test cases are dependent on the test selection strategy. The 
test selection strategy is based on the coverage criterion used for the finite state machine. 
There are multiple different coverages depending on the chosen strategy. Some example 
coverages are the following: transition coverage where all of the state transitions are covered, 
state coverage where all of the states are covered, requirement coverage where all of the user-
defined requirements are covered, shortest path coverage where the shortest path to the user-
defined states are covered and random walks [10]. Spec Explorer is able to control the 
exploration order and the action taken through the finite state machine by using different 
traversal algorithms and exploration configurations. Some defined traversal algorithms in Spec 
Explorer are Breadth First which could be used if there exist many short scenarios and Depth 
First if there exist fewer but much longer scenarios. To control the exploration even more State 
weights and Action weights are introduced in Spec Explorer. State weight is used to determine 
the weight of the next state depending on the current state, and Action weight is used to check 
the frequency of the action. 
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The third activity in TCG is the test execution phase. The executable test cases are generated 
from the abstract test cases and will be the complete behavioral coverage of the SUT according 
to the Cord machines. The executable test cases will have information about the states and 
states transitions derived from the model including both input values and generated output 
values. The executable test cases are separated from Spec Explorer, and are able to be run in 
other environment at a later stage, this is why TCG is an offline testing method.  

3.3.2 Dynamic Traversal Testing 

Dynamic Traversal testing is a special case of TCG testing. Instead of generating the entire set 
of abstract test cases directly from the exploration result, by using DT users are able to 
implement their own traversal algorithm for a strategy that would fit their needs best. When 
completing the model exploration phase, all transitions are explored in the same way as TCG, 
but the traversal through the model according to the coverage criterion is not performed. Instead 
the users themselves are able to implement the traversal functionality to their satisfaction.  

3.3.3 On-The-Fly testing 

On-The-Fly testing is the equivalent of online testing for Spec Explorer. OTF testing merges the 
model evaluation and testing activities. In OTF every testing activity is done within the Spec 
Explorer tool. Unlike TCG the running and conformance of the test case are tightly coupled with 
the model evaluation process. 

 
The model is the same as in TCG. Because the complete exploration is not needed in OTF 
testing, the machine does not need to have a finite exploration model. This means that OTF 
testing is useful for testing infinite state spaces. The model states are evaluated using the lazy 
evaluation method. The model states are only evaluated if the corresponding action is enabled 
at a chosen time by the OFT strategy. The OTF model evaluation is able to use multiple 
methods to examine the model’s state space, but there are no guarantees that OTF will manage 
to cover all possible model behavior. The generated input based on the OFT strategy is sent to 
the SUT by the Spec Explorer test controller. The output values from the SUT response are 
compared with the expected results within Spec Explorer for conformance verification. 

 

3.4 Chat Room example in Spec Explorer 

To further illustrate the concept and methodology of Spec Explorer let’s look at a simple 
example: a chat room. The example is taken from the Spec Explorer Code Samples from the 
developer network [12].  

 
The chat room is a distributed and reactive system where an arbitrary number of users are able 
to use at the same time. Each user is able to logon and logoff from the chat room at any given 
time and posts text messages only when they are logged on. Each text message is delivered to 
all of the chat users logged on in the chat room. The users in the chat room are also able to 
request the list of all online users. For every request that is done in the chat room, the chat 
server will respond with a corresponding acknowledgement. Each individual user in the chat 
room must acknowledge each message received. A user must also acknowledge the message 
that is sent by the user himself / herself, and must be able to see his / her own message. If a 
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user sends multiple messages at the same time, the messages are pended and delivered in the 
order sent. If multiple users send multiple messages at the same time, the messages will 
behave asynchronously and interleave arbitrarily. Due to the fact that every request has to 
receive a corresponding acknowledgement in the chat room, the accepting state for the chat 
room system is reached when there are no pending requests waiting for the corresponding 
acknowledgements.  

 
Let’s start with looking at how the actions declaration in the Cord script is formulated to be able 
to describe the chat room behavior.  

 

 
Figure 12. Configured actions for the Chat room example 

In Figure 12, all of the needed actions are declared to formalize the model behavior. These 
actions correspond to rules in the Model program which correlate to the chat room functions. To 
quickly describe the actions: the LogonRequest and LogoffRequest actions are used to login/logout 

by a user from the chat room, LogonResponse and LogoffResponse are the acknowledgements 

from the chat room. ListRequest is used to list all of the chat room members by a user, and 

ListResponse will give the user the set of online members. The BroadcastRequest action sends a 

message to all of the online members and the BroadcastAck action will acknowledge when a 

specific member receives that message.  

 
Now let’s take a look at how the User class is described in the model program.  

 
Figure 13. User Class defined in the model program 
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Each user is defined using a state and a map where all of the receiving messages for that user 
are stored. The map is indexed with the users that broadcasted the message. Now let’s look at 
a few of the rules.  

 

 
Figure 14. Chat room rules in the model program 

Figure 14 shows how the LogonRequest and LogonResponse rules are implemented in the model 

program. The LogonRequest rule requires that the user ID is unique, which is verified by using the 

Requires function. The Requires function is an implemented function that performs a check to see 

if the given condition is true or false. If it is false, the rule will terminate and the exploration 
algorithm will continue with another state. If it is true, the system will create a new user object 
and initiate the user state to WaitingForLogon. The LogonResponse rule will verify the user and the 

state of the user, before changing the state of the user to LoggedOn. 

 
Next let’s take a look at some machines defined in the Cord script used for scenario control and 
visualization.  

 
Figure 15. Chat room machines defined in Cord script 
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Three machines are shown in the figure used to explore the chat room behavior. The machines 
are composed to form more controlled scenarios. The first machine ModelProgram is used for 

the complete model exploration to cover the model behavior according to the action declarations 
and configurations. Because no parameter restrictions are put on the ModelProgram machine, an 

infinite number of parameter combinations can be produced. The result of the ModelProgram 

exploration is an infinite state machine. The second machine LogOnOffListScenario is the user 

defined scenario where there are three users who logon and request the list of online members 
and then logoff. The third machine LogOnOffListScenarioSlice is the slicing scenario which 

composes the two previous machines into one and therefore also limits the parameter 
combinations and state transitions available. The exploration result of this machine will be a 
finite state machine.  

 
As mentioned previously, to find the result of the finite state machine Spec Explorer will do an 
exhaustive exploration search using the coverage selection defined with the slicing machine. 
The result of the exploration looks like the graph shown in the figure below.  

 

 
Figure 16. Model exploration graph for the machine LogOnOffListScenarioSlice 
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Figure 16 shows the power of using composed machines to represent a smaller subset of the 
model behavior. In this model circles represent user actions which are controllable states and 
diamonds represent the acknowledgements which are responses from the chat room system. 
Each state has defined parameter values they are invoked with. As shown from the graph there 
are multiple non-deterministic user actions such as S9, S16 and S23. The exploration graph is 

used for the generation of abstract test cases. Abstract test cases must be in so-called normal 
form. Normal form does not have any non-deterministic user actions. This is not the case in this 

exploration model since the user actions S9 and S16 have three possible transitions. To create 

abstract test cases from this model the non-deterministic user actions have to be separated into 
a number of different deterministic user action transitions. Normal form does not apply to event 

actions. Event actions are allowed to have multiple transitions because they reflect the actions 
from the SUT in runtime. Therefore the test case must be prepared to adapt to the SUT 
behavior. Figure 17 shows how the abstract test cases look like. Every state and state transition 
from the model exploration graph is covered by the abstract test cases as traversing paths 
through the exploration model.  

 

 
Figure 17. Abstract test cases created from the model exploration graph 
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3.5 Successful implementation of MBT using Spec Explorer  

Microsoft has produced an interoperability-documentation for Windows client-server and server-
server protocols. To ensure the quality of the documentation Microsoft has introduced multiple 
test-driven methods of testing and verifying the documentation specification. One of the 
approaches used is model-based testing using the Microsoft tool Spec Explorer. This is 
Microsoft's first attempt to use MBT on such a large scale. 350 test engineers are involved with 
this project, almost all of them are newly graduated students with low or non-existent prior MBT 
knowledge. The method used to measure the result of this study is to measure the end-to-end 
tested requirements with an empirical method. 9,844 requirements were created using test 
suites with MBT and 8,728 requirements were created in non-MBT test suites. The final result 
was that it took an average of 1.39 man-days to create a MBT-tested requirement and 2.37 
man-days to create a traditional-tested requirement. Microsoft made a productivity gain of 42% 
with MBT compared to traditional testing. The time for creating each individual MBT test suite, 
from the first prototype to completion, is around 1 to 2 man-months.  

 
The first key factor with the success of the project is that each new employee received a one-
week education where they are taught both the general methodology of MBT and 
implementation of MBT in Spec Explorer. The second key factor is that due to the size of the 
project, employees were able to reach critical mass to create communities for helping each 
other. The last key factor is that the applications of MBT were confined to medium-sized 
systems which are not overly complicated and only require a dozen or more slicing machines 
per application. Slicing is absolute essential for the test suites, even for the medium-sized 
system in which the state space is still too large.  

 
More information about the project can be read here [6][23].  
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Chapter 4. Model Implementation 

 

4.1 Introduction to Use Case 

The RUs at Ericsson have different hardware, software and configurations. The complete RU 
functionalities would be impossible to model within the time limitations for the thesis work. 
Therefore a choice was made to limit the scope of the test model to the most crucial part of the 
RUs testing, the LTE Carrier Setup Phase.  
 

To be able to setup a Carrier on a RU type the information about the RU capacity and resources 
are needed. All of the RU types have different capacities and resources. Not all of the capacities 
and resources for the RU type are static either. Some of the capacities and resources have to 
be calculated to be within a range and might change upon use. This is a challenge in traditional 
testing, because the test cases are created and updated manually. 
 

To create the model for the LTE Carrier setup it is important to first locate all of the information 
needed and create the necessary algorithms and calculation for the LTE Carrier Setup Phase. 
In this way it is possible to create a generic model behavior which is able to adapt to multiple 
RU types.  
 

As stated before, Spec Explorer was used to create the model of the LTE Carrier setup. The 
LTE Carrier setup is a finite state machine and the TCG testing method was used for the testing 
process. The executable test cases are parsed from the abstract test cases generated from the 
model exploration graph. The executable test cases were verified in the new Ericsson test 
framework using the test engine TestNG. The executable test cases verify if the RU LTE Carrier 
setup behavior conforms to the model behavior.  
 

4.2 The Workflow  

The workflow of the MBT process can be viewed in Figure 18. 

 
Figure 18. The workflow of the MBT process 

The first step was to find and gather the relevant input parameters for a specific RU that the 
behavior model should be built on. The input parameters were found in the design specifications, 
function descriptions and requirements specifications. This step was the most crucial step 
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because the complete workflow is dependent on this step. If an error would occur in this step, it 
would be very difficult to discover it at a later stage in the process. The relevant input 
parameters were then parsed into the Spec Explorer model which generated a behavior model 
in the form of a finite state machine according to the model program and Cord script. The 
important part of this step was that the behavior model should reflect the requirements in the 
specification and design documentations. With the finite state machine the abstract test cases 
were generated. These abstract test cases were not readable / executable in the new test 
framework. A transformation tool had to be implemented which transformed the abstract test 
cases into parseable input value for the new test framework. Lastly an executable test case was 
created which ran in the new test framework environment to perform the verification of the RU 
functionalities.  

 

4.3 Challenges and approaches 

The main challenge with creating the model was that there were numerous different types of 
RU’s and it was hard to locate all of the information needed for the model behavior. The 
information was spread out through multiple documentations (function-, design- and verification 
specifications, hardware production parameters, hardware system parameters, software 
parameters) and Ericsson teams. 
 

The approach to tackle this challenge was to first find all of the parameters needed for the 
Carrier setup phase for a specific type of RU. These values could be found in the 
documentation for the RU and would then be stored in a text file similar to a small database. A 
text file was chosen as a database because it was easy to monitor and modify if necessary. The 
database could then be built up to involve more RU types. In future iterations the text file can be 
substituted for any type of file according to Ericsson’s requirements.  

 

4.4 The LTE Carrier State Model 

There were multiple states which are included in the Carrier Setup phase. The processing of the 
Carrier setup is based on the capability of the hardware, which is as mentioned previously 
described using parameters. A new Carrier is accepted if there are enough resources in terms 
of needed frequency, signal power, antenna branches and other resources available that are 
not used by the existing Carriers. If the Carrier is accepted and the setup process is successful, 
the new carrier is added to the active Carrier list. The used resources are specified in the active 
Carrier list. Figure 19 illustrates the carrier setup states.  
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Figure 19. The Carrier setup states model 

The Carrier starts in the IDLE state, in which the Carrier is not yet defined. When a Carrier is 

needed the RBS will try to initiate and create a Carrier depending on the available resources. If 
there are enough resources a Carrier is setup and moved into the DISABLED and BUSY state. The 

Carrier is not yet activated for use in this state, it has to go through the ENABLE_REQUESTED state 

to the ENABLED state for possible use. The release of the Carrier is only feasible in the DISABLED 

or ENABLED state, in both states the power and frequency of the Carrier are able to be modified.  

4.4.1 Limitations on the Use Case 

The optimal use case for the LTE Carrier setup phase should cover all of the states in the 
Carrier state model shown in Figure 19. However, due to some limitations, this was not possible. 
One limitation is that the new testing framework for functional testing is still under development, 
meaning that some of the functionality covered by this Carrier state model is not yet 
implemented or stable enough for testing. Another limitation is the time constraint for this thesis 
work. This means that the use case in this thesis will focus on the Carrier IDLE state to the 

Carrier ENABLED state without the modify-power or modify-frequency possibilities.  

4.4.2 Rainy Day Use Scenario 

When analyzing the Carrier State Model to decide the model behavior, it becomes clear that it 
would not be very interesting to create a model behavior which covered sunny day test 
scenarios. A sunny day test scenario is where everything goes well according to the basic 
functional flow specified in the RU documentation. Much of the documentation describes failure 
situations, error messages and parameter bounds. Therefore it becomes reasonable to focus on 
rainy day test scenarios. Using rainy day test scenarios, the model is able to capture negative 
test cases and boundary test cases. 

 
With rainy day user scenarios it is important to emphasize that the requirements and 
requirement coverage mentioned in the thesis do not directly correspond to the specified 
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requirements in the RU requirement documentations. Instead they implicitly cover the stated RU 
requirements. An example of this is the requirement which specifies that an RU should be able 
to set up 6 different Carriers. With rainy day use scenarios this test requirement would 
inherently be covered by a test case that would try to set up a number of Carriers which would 
exceed the number of accepted Carriers. If 6 Carriers are the max number of Carriers that could 
be set up, the rainy day test case would try to set up 7 Carriers and expect an error at the end of 
the 7th Carrier setup.  

 
Something important to note in the RU is that when a Carrier setup fails, a single cause for the 
failure is reported even if multiple failures are present. As soon as a failure is detected in the 
Carrier State Model, the Carrier setup phase will fail. The first detected error is often the root 
cause and might create a chain of failures. Therefore if multiple failures happen at the same 
time, only the first detected failure will be captured and reported back from the RU test 
environment.  

 

4.5 The Initial Model for Carrier setup phase 

To be able to create an appropriate model with Spec Explorer that covers all of the above 
mentioned behaviors, research has to be done on the Carrier State Model. The main focus of 
the research is to find the following: 
 

 The parameters and their values needed for the Carrier Setup Phase according to the 
HW capacity and resources. 

 The mathematical formulas needed to calculate the resources used for the Carrier setup 
phase. 

 The functions needed to calculate each parameter value in the Carrier setup phase.  
 The output of the RU if a Carrier setup fails due to errors in individual/composed 

parameter values.  
 The output of the RU if a Carrier setup fails due to lack of capacity and resources.  
 The output of the RU if a Carrier setup is successful.  

 

With the information gathered the first iteration of the model for the Carrier setup phase was 
implemented with Spec Explorer. The model states and state transitions are described in Figure 
20. 
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Figure 20. The initial behavior model 

The Actor is the RBS that would like to setup a new Carrier. The HW Database is the manually 
created database that has the parameter values representing the RU capability. Initiate Model, 
IDLE State and Failure State are rules in the model program that represent the Carrier State Model 

behavior. To run this model, an actor has to input the correct HW database parameters into the 
model. The model will first go into the Initiate Model state where reading all of the resource and 

capacity parameter values for a specific RU type occurs. It then goes into the Carrier IDLE state 

where the actual Carrier setup is done. In the Carrier IDLE state different parameter values are 

generated, which are needed for the Carrier set up phase. The generated parameter values are 
then verified to see if they are accepted and if there are enough resources for the Carrier setup. 
This state is a recursive state, meaning that multiple Carriers can be setup if there are enough 
resources for them. If there is a lack of necessary resources for the Carrier setup phase, for 
example there is not enough power, the model will go into the last state which is the Failure state. 

The Failure state represents all the rainy day scenarios in the model. The Failure state is the only 

accepting state of the model. The test scenarios must end in Failure State when a failure has 

occurred. 

 

Each state of the model will be described in more detail below.  

4.5.1 Initiate Model 

InitiateModel is the first rule in the model program and also the initial state of the model behavior. 

The main purpose of the Initiate Model state is to setup the model and create the necessary 
model structures needed for the proceeding functions and model program rules. The 
pseudocode below shows how the Initiate Model state rule looks like in Spec Explorer.  
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Figure 21. The Initiate model rule in the model program 

As the starting state it first requires that the Boolean value of initiated is equal to False. It will 

then call upon three different functions writing in regular C#. The function startReadDataBase will 

read the values from the user-defined database and store them as variables in the model. The 
functions initiateStructure will create the necessary internal structure for the model based on the 

values from the database. The function createSupportCarrierList is created for RU specific 

requirements such as: the supported Carriers, the corresponding resources, and more. Lastly 
the Boolean value of initiated will be set to True.  

4.5.2 Carrier IDLE State 

Carrier IDLE State is the core of the model. By generating parameter values and using 
implemented verification functions in the Carrier IDLE State rule, the model is able to decide if 
the Carrier setup is successful or not. To be able to successfully setup a Carrier, 17 different 
parameter values have to be analyzed using different types of verifications. After the verification 
is completed successfully, the Carrier setup is done and the Carrier is available for use. To 
further understand how these parameter values interact with each other and how the verification 
methods are implemented, a short explanation is given to some of the more general parameter 
values used:  
 

1. DEVICE_ID – The Device ID is a number which identifies a specific Carrier. Each Carrier 

must have a unique Device ID.   
 

2. RAT_TYPE – The Rat_Type describes what kind of Carrier is setup, for example LTE 

Carrier or WCDMA Carrier and so on.  
 

3. RECEIVE_TRANSMIT – Indicate whether it is a uplink or a downlink Carrier. 

 
4. SETUP_RF_PORT – State which specific port on the RU is used for the Carrier Setup. 

Every RU port includes 4 or 8 filter branches. Each Carrier will use one or more filter 
branches.  

 
5. CARRIER_BANDWIDTH – The bandwidth needed for the Carrier.  

 
6. CARRIER_FREQUENCY – The frequency of the Carrier. 

 
7. TX_CARRIER_GAIN_SETTING – Specify how much power needed if the Carrier is a downlink 

Carrier.  
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8. TX_CARRIER_POWER_ALLOCATION – Specify how much power should be allocated if it is a 

downlink Carrier. 
 

9. SUB_BAND_FUNCTION_ON – Used if the bandwidth for the Carrier is too large to fit in a 

single RU filter branch, might have the possibility to use subband on multiple filter 
branches.   

 
10. DL_SUB_BAND_BANDWIDTH – Specify how much sub-bandwidth used on each of the filter 

branches if subband is used for a Carrier. 
 

Every parameter value must be defined with two quantities: one which is common for every RU 
and one which is unique for the RU type. The first quantity is used to describe the limits allowed 
for the general RU. An example of this could be that the Carrier frequency must be a positive 
integer. The second quantity is used to describe a specific RU type. Some examples are: the 
number of active ports for a RU type, the number of Carriers a port is able to support and the 
amount of power which is allowed to be used for a Carrier. The first two types of verifications in 
the Carrier IDLE State make sure that every parameter value is within the two aforementioned 
quantities. The last type of verification is used to check the model behavior based on the 
composed parameters. Different combinations between the parameter values are checked by 
using CIT. This verification is used to ensure that the model does not generate unwanted use 
scenarios. For example, when the SUB_BAND_FUNCTION_ON is activated and the bandwidth of 

the Carrier is too large to be setup on a single filter branch, the checks have to be done on how 
many filter branches the Carrier needs and how many filter branches are still unused.  
 

Figure 22 gives a quick overview on how the verifications are implemented in Carrier IDLE state. 
The figure shows the code from the initial part of the Carrier IDLE State rule and some of its 
functions. Some parameter values are removed in the code for confidentiality reasons.  
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Figure 22. The Carrier IDLE State rule in the model program 

Two preconditions must be fulfilled before moving into IDLE state. The first precondition is that 
the model has to be initiated in the Initiate Model state, and the second precondition is that the 
model cannot be in a failed mode. A model is in failed mode if the Boolean failedModel value is 

True. FailedModel is used to indicate if the Carrier setup has failed or not.  

 
The first verification check is to compare the value of the Device ID with the list of activated 

Carriers. If the list does not contain the Device ID, the model will proceed to create a new Carrier 

with the Device ID, initiate its state to idle and continue to the next check. If the Device ID is in the 

list of activated Carriers, the check should fail and the model will proceed to do the following 
tasks. The model will initialize the rest of the parameter values using the Condition.IsTrue 

statement. The value of the string failureMessage will be initiated to the cause of the failure. The 

value of failedModel is set to True and the model exploration ends in this state with the return 

statement. This process is done for every check in the Carrier IDLE State rule. Notice that the 
Carrier IDLE State is a Boolean rule. If a Carrier setup is successful, the return value is True. If 

the setup process fails, the return value is False.  
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The Requirement.Capture statement will capture the user-defined rainy day scenario requirement 

created for the model. In this case the cause of the failure is dependent on the Requested TR-
device ID is already occupied rainy day scenario. The Requirement.Capture statement uses the 

defined cause of the failure as an index. Every verification check in the model has a 
Requirement.Capture statement used for the rainy day requirements defined by the user. The 

requirements created are later used for the requirement test coverage in Spec Explorer.  

 
There are two reasons why parameters are initiated at the verification check failures. First the 
model needs a full set of parameter values to be able to setup a Carrier. After any verification 
failure happens, the model will end the exploration in the given state and begin a state transition. 
If the set of parameter values are not initialized, some parameter values might be missing when 
a verification failure initiates a state transition. Second as previously mentioned, the model is 
only interested in single causes for failures, therefore the rest of the initialized parameter values 
should not be able to generate any more failures. If the parameter values are not initiated at the 
first verification check failure and instead initiated at a later stage, more failures might be 
introduced that could affect the test conformance.  

 
The Condition.In statement for RAT_TYPE is used to define the values that RAT_TYPE can take. 

Every parameter value in the Carrier IDLE state is defined with predetermined values. Some of 
the predetermined values are dependent on other previous parameter values and their 
composition, some are dependent on the hardware resources and others are explicitly defined 
such as the values for RAT_TYPE. The reason why there are such definitions is to restrict the 

state machine for the Carrier setup phase. If there are no limitations on the 17 different 
parameter values, the state space for the Carrier setup phase would be much greater. The 
limitations put on each parameter value are necessary to create a reasonable sized finite state 
machine which represents the model behavior of the Carrier State Model.   

4.5.3 Failure State 

If the Carrier setup is successful, the Carrier IDLE State will iterate and try to setup a new 
Carrier. This iteration process is done until failedModel is set to True and the model is 

transitioned into the Failure State. Failure State is the only state that will activate the accepting 
condition required for the conformance of the test scenarios. Figure 23 below displays how the 
Failure State is implemented in the model program.  

 

 
Figure 23. The Failure state rule in the model program 
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The failuresMessage is the string storing the failure error message from the Carrier IDLE State 

rule. When failedModel is True, the Failure State will set its parameter value to the cause of the 

failure and set the Boolean endState to True. The model reaches its accepting state condition 

when the endState is True. The Failure State could be merged together with the Carrier IDLE 

State. The reason why it is not is to give a better overview of the state sequences for the test 
cases with the corresponding failure cause message.  

4.5.4 Model Machines and result of exploration 

The Cord script machine created to capture the model behavior is viewed in figure 24. 

 

 
Figure 24. The configurations and model machines in the Cord script 

In the Cord script configuration the following switches are used to define the machine behaviors. 
Some of the enabled switches are: the DepthFirst traversing switch and the 

DefaultParameterExpansion switch. The DefaultParameterExpansion switch is used to specify the 

default way to combine parameter values when expanding the action declaration parameter 
domains. The Coverage flag for the DefaultParameterExpansion makes the machines compute the 

set of parameters needed to cover and meet the interaction requirements. The TestEnabled flag 

decides if testing is allowed on the specific machine. The machine TestSuite is used to create 

abstract test cases according to the requirement coverage defined in the model program rules. 
The two strategies, ShortTests and Selective, are used to define the method for constructing the 

test cases. ShortTests finds the shortest path to construct a test case and Selective is used to 

remove all duplicated coverage.  

 
The result of the exploration is shown in table 1. 
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Table 1. The result of the exploration machine TestSuite 

 
After analyzing the current exploration result, some issues and improvement opportunities were 
found in the model behavior. The obvious issues were:  
 

 Lower bounds: The two bound values for the machine behavior are only 5000. This 
means that there are only 5000 state transitions done before the test process terminates. 
This value is not high enough to be able to cover the complete state space of the initial 
model. This is also reflected in the number of slicing machines needed to cover all of the 
requirements. A good value for the bounds would mean fewer slicing machine needed 
for the state space of the initial model. Testing has been done using increased bound 
values, but the result of increasing the bounds has caused crashes in the Visual Studio 
testing environment due to Visual Studio running out of memory.  

 Slow runtime: It is unacceptable that the runtime for reaching the lower bound of 5000 
takes 50 min. The runtime is unreasonable long and the reason for this is most likely due 
to an overly complex model. Lowering the bound to decrease the runtime is 
unacceptable because it will also reduce the requirement coverage.  

 Bad model behavior coverage: It is important to remember that there are two distinct 
Carrier types, uplink Carrier and downlink Carrier. Each Carrier type uses different 
resources, has its own requirements and will work and function independently from the 
others. Because each requirement specified in the model program only has to be verified 
once (to avoid duplicate coverage which ultimately would lead to even slower runtime 
and lower limit allowed), some requirement coverage will be missing when there are two 
types of Carrier Setup which share the same verification checks. This is arguably the 
most important issue with the current model.  

 Bad parameter combination coverage: This problem ties in with the bad model behavior 
coverage. The model will try unreasonable parameter combinations. As a result, the CIT 
calculation will consume a large part of the runtime.  

 Too many slicing machines needed: To be able to cover those requirements that the 
Testsuite machine is not able to find, 8 slicing machines have to be used. This essentially 

means that 8 more exploration models have to be created and explored. This is 
unreasonable because the single Testsuite machine takes 50 min to run and each slicing 

machine might take 5-20 min to run.  
 

With all of the issues in mind, an improved version of the model was implemented.  

 

4.6 Updated Model for Carrier setup phase 

Machine 
Name 

Runtime 
for the 
Machine 

Step 
and 
state 
Bounds 
defined 

Requirements 
defined in the 
model 
program 

Requirements 
found 

Slicing 
machines 
needed 

Number of 
fixed 
parameters 
in slicing 
machines 

TestSuite 50 
minutes 

 5000 55 
requirements 

47 
requirements 

 8  2-4 
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The updated model for the Carrier setup phase was an attempt to address the previous 
mentioned issues. The updated model is shown in Figure 25 below.   

 
Figure 25. The updated behavior model 

By splitting up the main Carrier IDLE State into two distinct states, one for the uplink Carrier setup 

and one for the downlink Carrier setup, many of the issues were solved. With this solution the 
model behavior coverage was improved because both types of Carrier setup now had their own 
separate states with the corresponding requirement coverages. This also led to improved 
parameter combination coverage because the model lowered the amount of possible parameter 
combinations. No more composed parameter combination existed between uplink and downlink 
Carriers. As a result, the CIT calculations were speeded up and the amount of state space was 
decreased for the model behaviors. The amount of slicing machines needed was reduced.  

 
In the model there are no state transitions between the IDLE DL Carrier State and IDLE UL Carrier 
State. This means that the model is unable to setup both Carrier types in a single test scenario. 

This is a deliberate choice when modifying and improving the initial model. The reason for this is 
because UL and DL Carriers are unrelated with their own resources and hardware capacities. 
Therefore even if there was a state transition between the two states, it would not be visible in 
the exploration model because the two states have no dependencies on each other. As a result, 
the model was now represented by two unique use cases for the Carrier setup phase, one for 
UL Carriers and one for DL Carriers.  

 
The implementation of the updated model was similar to the old model. The old Carrier IDLE 
State rule was split up into the two aforementioned rules. The checks in each of the rules were 
updated according to the requirements of the Carrier type. The unused parameter values were 
defined at the beginning of the rules with the Condition.In statement. An example of the code is 

shown in Figure 26. The CarrierIdleStateUL rule does not need or use the parameter values 

TX_CARRIER_GAIN_SETTING and TX_CARRIER_POWER_ALLOCATION. Therefore the values of these 

parameters can be set to an insignificant value, zero in this situation. Lastly, two machines were 
needed to designate the new model behaviors, the name of the machines are TestSuiteUL for the 

UL Carrier setup test suites and TestSuiteDL for the DL Carrier Setup test suites.  
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Figure 26. The Carrier UpLink IDLE State and Carrier DownLink IDLE State rules in the updated model program 

4.6.1 Result exploration of the Updated model 

Table 2. The result of the exploration machines TestSuiteUL and TestSuiteDL 

Machine 
Name 

Runtime 
for the 
Machine 

Step and 
state 
Bounds 
defined 

Requirements 
defined in the 
model program 

Requirements 
found 

Slicing 
machines 
needed 

Number of 
fixed 
parameters 
in slicing 
machines 

TestSuiteUL  10 
minutes 

10 000 40 requirements 39 
requirements 

1   2 

TestSuiteDL 30 
minutes 

10 000 39 requirements 35 
requirements 

4   2-3  

Combined 
 

 

  

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

40 
minutes 

10 000 79 requirements 74 
requirements 

5   2-3 

 
As shown in Table 2, the bound limit can be increased to 10 000 and this number seems to be 
reasonable for the machines. With the bound limit at 10 000 more state space of the model can 
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be explored, and the result is that the number of slicing machines needed for the machines 
especially the TestSuiteUL is reduced drastically. Test exploration is done with even higher bound 

limits, over 10 000, but the result does not improve the requirement coverage for the model 
before the test exploration hit the memory limits within Visual Studio. The runtime is improved 
drastically for the TestSuiteUL machine. For the TestSuiteDL machine the runtime is still 30 min. 

The reason is because the IDLE DL Carrier State rule is still too complex. There are more 

parameter combinations possibilities and more checks in the IDLE DL Carrier State rule. The 

overall model behavior coverage is improved drastically and the total slicing machines needed 
are decreased from 8 to 5. Even though this is an improvement from the previous model there 
are still some issues that could be improved, for example the TestSuiteDL machine.  

 

4.7 Final Model for Carrier setup phase 

 
Figure 27. The final behavior model 

The model in Figure 27 is the final iteration of the Carrier setup model. The IDLE DL Carrier 
State has been revamped into two distinct states, the IDLE Single carrier DL state and the IDLE 
Multi carrier DL State. Precisely as their names would imply, IDLE Single carrier DL state handles the 

requirement coverage for single downlink Carrier setups and IDLE Multi carrier DL State handles 

the requirement coverage for multiple downlink Carrier setups. This will lower the complexity of 
the DL Carrier setup states and hopefully increase the requirement coverage within the given 
limits. There is no change in the IDLE UL Carrier State. If a change would be made to IDLE UL 
Carrier State, the IDLE UL Carrier State would be split in the same way as for IDLE DL Carrier 
State. However, splitting in this way would add a new user case scenario and another 
exploration machine. This would result in an even longer runtime compared to just running the 
single slicing method. Therefore the conclusion was that the result from the previous model was 
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already good enough for the IDLE UL Carrier State. The final model has now three distinct use 
cases which describe the Carrier setup phase. 

 
The idea behind the implementation for the final model was the same as for the previous model. 
The IDLE DL Carrier State rule was split into two new rules. The checks were updated 
according to the requirement coverages for the DL Carrier setup, and unused parameter values 
were defined at the beginning of the rules with the help of Spec Explorer statements.  

4.7.1 Exploration results and Abstract Test cases 

Table 3. The result of the exploration machines from the final model 

Machine Name Runtime 
for the 
Machine 

Step 
and 
state 
Bounds 
defined 

Requirements 
defined in the 
model 
program 

Requirement
s found 

Slicing 
machines 
needed 

Number of 
fixed 
parameters 
in slicing 
machines 

TestSuiteUL  10 
minutes 

10 000 40 
requirements 

39 
requirements 

1   2 

SingleCarrierTestSuiteDL 3 
minutes 

10 000 39 
requirements 

39 
requirements 

0 machines  0 machines 

MultiCarrierTestSuiteDL 9 
minutes 

10 000 7 requirements 7 
requirements 

0 machines  0 machines 

Combined 
      

 

 

22 
minutes 

10 000 86 
requirements 

85 
requirements 

1   2 

 
In the final iteration of the model, the requirements introduced were increased and the slicing 
machines were reduced in number. The substantial improvement here was that the runtime for 
the combined SingleCarrierTestSuiteDL and MultiCarrierTestSuiteDL machines was 12 minutes 

compared with 30 min from the previous model. The other significant improvements in this 
model compared with the previous model were that the amount of slicing machines needed was 
reduced to one and 7 new requirements were introduced.  

 
Figure 28 gives an outline of how the generated abstract test cases looked like for each 
machine and the slicing method implemented in the final model.  
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Figure 28. An overview of the generated abstract test cases 

Figure 29 is an example of a generated abstract test case. This test case starts in the 
InitiateModel state, proceeds into the CarrierIdleStateUL where it tries to set up an uplink Carrier. 

The Boolean result of the first CarrierIdleStateUL is True which means that the Carrier is 

successfully set up. The test case then tries to set up another Carrier in the CarrierIdleStateUL 

state. This time the Boolean result is False and the Carrier is not properly set up, and the model 
proceeds with the state transition into the FailureState. The FailureState, also the accepting state, 

echos the cause of why the last CarrierIdleStateUL state failed. The cause in this example is 

Requested TR-device ID is occupied. The result is easily verified by simply checking the two 

previous CarrierIdleStateUL states and compares the Device ID numbers. Looking at the figure, the 

Device ID number is the first parameter value of both states, S22 and S24. The result was that the 

same parameter value, 34, was indeed used for both of the Carrier setup states, and therefore 

this cause for the failure was reported.  

 

 
Figure 29. An example of an abstract test case 
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4.7.2 Validation of test case and model behavior 

Arguably the most important part of the modeling process was the validation of test cases and 
model behavior, ensuring that the abstract test cases generated embody the specification and 
design documents. As the Introduction Chapter 1 mentioned, two ways were used to verify the 
integrity and correctness of the generated abstract test cases: using the new test framework 
which correlates to the RU environment or manually comparing the generated abstract test 
cases against the specification and design documentation. Both methods have their advantages 
and disadvantages.  

 
The advantage with validation in the new test framework is that it is able to find implementation 
errors in the model behavior which might be very difficult to find manually. The new test 
framework can be used to confirm or deny RU behaviors that are vaguely specified in the 
specification and design documentations. It can also be used to verify logical RU behavior for 
implicit documentation requirements and can be used to test illogical behavior of the RU to 
investigate on how the RU will react. An example of an illogical behavior could be to give power 
to an uplink Carrier under the setup phase (In this specific example case the addition of power 
did not affect the test result). Testing illogical behavior of the RU might be trivial but it could still 
be interesting to analyze the system and see how it will react. The major disadvantage with new 
test framework verification is that the verification process is dependent on the RU. There is no 
guarantee to make sure that an error found with the help of the new test framework is actually a 
fault in the model and not an error in the RU.  

 
The advantage of comparing the model behavior with the specification and design 
documentation is that this comparison is very easily achieved. As shown in Figure 29, the 
verification process for an abstract test case is transparent. If there would be an error, it would 
be obvious in the test case. There are multiple disadvantages with this verification method. The 
biggest disadvantage is that there are numerous documents which describe the RU 
functionalities for the Carrier setup process. Each document is frequently updated and the 
information is widely spread between the documents. Occasionally this might even lead to 
inconsistencies in the information gathered from the documentation. It is uncertain that the 
specification and design documents used to create the model are able to cover all of the RU 
requirements and functionalities for the Carrier setup process. Another major disadvantage is 
that it requires a lot of manual work to go through each individual test case. In this case the 
numbers of abstract test cases generated are manageable. However, if the size of the 
generated test cases increases, this verification method becomes very time-consuming.  

 
After analyzing both verification methods, it is obvious that to ensure the quality of the model 
both methods are needed for the validation of the generated abstract test scenarios.  

4.7.3 Parsing abstract test cases 

The generated abstract test cases have the form as shown in Figure 29 above. Unfortunately 
this embodiment is only good for visual presentation and has to be modified to be used in an 
environment outside of Visual Studio. Spec Explorer is able to solve this problem by using a 
built-in tool to generate executable test cases from the abstract test cases. The generated 
executable test cases are separated from Spec Explorer and are executable in the Visual Studio 
environment as regular C# code.  
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Unfortunately both the abstract test case and the generated concrete test case in C# are not 
directly usable in the new test framework environment. They have to be parsed into readable 
input data for the new test framework environment before actual testing can begin. Examples of 
readable input data for the new test framework environment are XML files or text documents. It 
is possible to create a converter program which would convert the executable test cases in C# 
to an XML file or a text document. This is a known problem, and a much simpler solution can be 
found at [13]. This solution allows the user to express the abstract test cases in a different way 
from the built-in test code generation tool in Spec Explorer. A modified version of this 
transformation tool is implemented in Visual Studio. With the modified transformation tool a text 
document with the needed data based on the abstract test cases is generated.  

 
This thesis will not go more into detail about how the transformation tool works. More 
information about it can be found here [13]. The figure 30 shows how the parsed test cases look 
like after they have been transformed into readable text documentation for the new test 
framework environment. Parameter values and error messages have been replaced in the 
figure. 

 

 
Figure 30. Overview of the result from the parsed abstract test cases 

4.7.4 Test creation in the new test framework  
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A test suite in the new test framework is constructed to read the parsed data from the parsable 
test cases. Figure 31 shows the pseudocode for the implementation of the executable test case 
in the new test framework using the structure of the test engine TestNG. Before testing starts, the 

log handler must be initiated in @BeforeSuite. Before each individual test case is run, the log 

handler has to be reset and the connection must be established with the test environment. 
@Test does the actual testing by configuring each Carrier and performing the Carrier setup. The 

result is compared with an assertion statement using a Boolean array of expected results. If the 
assertion check is True, the Carrier setup result matches the expected result in the Boolean 

array. The test case continues with the next Carrier setup. The Carrier setup process is 
repeated until the test case is finished or the Carrier setup result fails. If every assertion 
statement is True for a test case, the test result is passed. If any Carrier setup result does not 

match the expected result, the assertion statement will be false and the test case is terminated 
straight away with the test case being failed. This process is done until there are no more test 

cases left to test. The rejectMessage array is used for clarification purposes and it corresponds to 

the failure cause messages for each test case. @DataProvider is used to parse the test case 

data from the text documentation and to initiate the test cases running in @Test. @Teardown is 

run after each test case, and its primarily task is to release the active Carriers and to reset the 
log for the log handler.  

 
Figure 31. The pseudocode of the TestNG executable test case 
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Chapter 5. Results and analysis 

 

5.1 Results 

The testing was done in two separate environments. The first environment was a virtual RU 
reflecting all of the functionalities of a live RU. The second environment was a live RU. The 
virtual RU is essentially a simulation of the live RU and should have exactly the same 
functionalities as the live RU. The reason why the virtual RU exists is because there are only a 
few live RU’s used for testing purposes and it is not feasible to simultaneously test on live RU’s. 
There are no functional differences between the live RU and the virtual RU except for the 
runtime (since the virtual RU only has to emulate the behavior and doesn’t have to initiate 
anything in the hardware). The same RU type and version was used in both test environments.  

 

 
Figure 32. The figure shows the test result on virtual RU environment 
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Figure 33. The figure shows the test result on live RU environment 

 

5.2 Result analysis 

The test result from the virtual RU environment and the live RU environment was the same. This 
was the expected behavior, and it meant that the virtual RU environment captured the 
functionalities of the live RU environment. The runtime for the 86 test cases was 5 minutes in 
the virtual RU environment and 41 minutes and 30 seconds in the live RU environment.  
 

It is important to remember that some of the functions from the old test framework used to test 
the RU are not yet implemented in the new test framework. One of the features was the ability 
to do measurements. The runtime of a single test case in the old test framework was 5-20 min, 
which includes the measurements. However, since this feature is lacking in the new test 
framework, the measurements were not done with the new MBT test cases. Because of this it is 
uncertain if the runtime for the new MBT test cases is an improvement over the traditional 
testing.  
 

Out of the 86 total test cases executed, 81 test cases were passed and 5 test cases were failed. 
The same 5 test cases were failed in both environments. The failed test cases are the following: 
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Table 4. Failed test cases 

Test Case 
Number 

Error Description 

Test Case 36 ERROR: Requested TX-power(TX_CARRIER_GAIN_SETTING) does not reach the 

minimum requirement for TX-power 

Test Case 37 ERROR: Parameter is out of range TX_CARRIER_GAIN_SETTING for the upper 

bound limit 
 

Test Case 39 ERROR: Parameter is out of range TX_CARRIER_GAIN_SETTING for the lower 

bound limit 

Test Case 41 ERROR: Requested TX-power(TX_CARRIER_POWER_ALLOCATION) does not 

reach the minimum requirement for TX-power 

Test Case 65 ERROR: Parameter is out of range AXC_ID_RX_CONTROL value is undefined 

for Uplink Carriers 

 
The analysis for each individual error is done by tracing back to the specification and design 
documentation and comparing the model behavior with the RU Carrier setup behavior. It was 
found that 3 of the user-defined requirements in the model do not represent the LTE Carrier 
Setup behavior and therefore led to false negative errors (the test result indicated that the test 
case failed, while it actually should have been successful). Those are the rainy day test cases 
36, 41 and 65. These requirements are used for the GSM Carrier setup phase. Two of these 
requirements, 36 and 41, are introduced into the model not through analyzing the specification 
and design documentation but rather through discussion with colleagues who believe that these 
requirements also apply to LTE Carriers. The two remaining test cases are actual behavior 
differences between the live RU and the specification and design documentation for the RU. In 
the specification documentation it is stated that for normal Carrier configurations the value for 
TX_CARRIER_GAIN_SETTING and TX_CARRIER_POWER_ALLOCATION should be the same. However 

in test case 37 and 39 this is clearly not the case, the value of TX_CARRIER_GAIN_SETTING is 

outside of the accepted boundaries given in the specification and design documentation. There 
seems to be an absence of checks for the TX_CARRIER_GAIN_SETTING values in both of the RU 

environments. This is a clear inconsistency between the live RU behavior and the specification 
and design documentation, which was found with RU testing based on MBT.  

 
It is not enough to only analyze the 5 failed test cases. Every passed test case must also be 
evaluated to ensure that there are no false positives (where the test result indicates that the test 
case were successful, while it actually should have been failures). To ensure this an analysis 
must be done on the reject reasons received, the number of Carriers set up under the testing 
process and the number of Carriers released at the end of the test. A passed test case could 
still be considered as a failure, a false positive, if the reject reason for the test case does not 
correlate to the expected failure cause message from the model behavior or if the number of 
setup Carriers or released Carriers does not match.  
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No errors were found when analyzing the passed test cases. However some of the reject 
messages received from the RU environment were vague and either does not fully explain the 
failure situation or had multiple interpretations. One example is the Unsuccessful result failure 

message received when the Sample Rate is greater than 1920 and not evenly divisible by 3840. 

Another example is the Total bandwidth exceeded failure message. The author initially thought 

this failure message was because the Carrier bandwidth exceeded the quantified boundaries for 
the RU, but this failure message should actually be interpreted as the bandwidth range from the 
lowest active Carrier to the highest active Carrier. 

 

5.3 Test coverage analysis 

As rainy day use scenarios are used for the test coverage. An interesting question is how much 
of the functional requirements for the RU Carrier setup are being tested and covered. Most of 
the requirements from the specifications and design documentation are covered by the 
combination of different rainy day use scenarios. This means that the functional requirements 
are implicitly tested and covered by the rainy day use scenarios. An example of how the model 
behavior requirements could implicitly cover a requirement from the RU documentation is given 
in the chapter 4.4.2 Rainy day use scenario. Let’s analyze an updated version of that test case. 

The updated RU requirement is now to set up 6 different downlink Carriers with one-sixth of the 
power each. In the RU requirement documentation this test case is used to test both the 
maximum amount of Carriers the RU is able to setup and the power distribution between the 
Carriers. This test case scenario is currently unable to be covered with a single rainy day test 
scenario in the behavior model. The reason for this is that each rainy day scenario is designed 
to cover a single failure under the setup process. In this case the rainy day scenario would be 
both not enough capacity to set up more Carriers and not enough power to set up another 
Carrier. Therefore a combination of two rainy day test scenarios is required to implicitly cover 
the given RU requirement. Naturally this test case is able to be mirrored with the introduction of 
slicing machines. However this would mean that the specific test scenario would need to be run 
separately in the Spec Explorer environment and it would be unfeasible if the number of slicing 
machines is increased.   

 
It is arguable how well the test coverage of the rainy day scenarios actually is. Perhaps the best 
solution would be to implement a sunny day model for similar scenarios in addition to the rainy 
day model. However due to time constraints this was not done within the scope of this project 
and could be an objective for future iterations.  

 

5.4 Spec Explorer analysis 

Using Spec Explorer the model of the complex RU LTE Carrier setup phase was implemented. 
The implementation process showed the power and versatility of Spec Explorer. The modeling 
process typically undergoes multiple iterations without issues, and the model behaviors are 
easily updated. Spec Explorer allows for modeling the behavior of complex systems, with 
iterations of simplification of the model behavior and the use of the slicing functions. With the 
use of slicing machines there is no limit to the complexity of the SUT as long as it stays within 
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the boundaries of functional testing. However it should be noticed that using too many slicing 
machines would nullify the benefits of MBT.  

 
The abstract test cases created from Spec Explorer are easy to observe with the visualization 
functions that Spec Explorer provides. With the created visualization graph the user is able to 
quickly analyze and evaluate the model behavior, and to distinguish inconsistencies that might 
occur in the model. Spec Explorer being an extension of Visual Studio written in C# is also user-
friendly. The author had not previously worked with either of the tools, but was able to quickly 
acquire the knowledge to successfully complete the implementation of the model. Lastly Spec 
Explorer is an open source tool, everyone with access to Visual Studio is able to download and 
work with Spec Explorer.   

 
Some challenges with Spec Explorer are that it lacks an established documentation describing 
the functions and features because it is an open source tool. Most of the documentation found 
online is either incomplete or outdated. This could be an issue when learning the functions of 
Spec Explorer. Being an open source tool also leads to the lack of proper support for the tool. If 
a problem would occur the best solution is to ask for help to either an experienced user or the 
Microsoft community on the Microsoft forums. Both avenues are highly dependent on the 
knowledge and experience of other people. Another challenge that is noticed under the 
implementation phase is that the runtime environment in Spec Explorer is highly dependent on 
the structure of the model. This challenge is general for all MBT tools. Swapping locations for 
different conditions statements in the model leads to drastically different runtimes, and some 
trial and error methods have to be done for the final model.  

 
The figures below show the efficiency of Spec Explorer for the three use cases from the final 
model. The y-axis shows the time in seconds using a scale with a logarithmic base of 2, the x-
axis shows the bound limits put on the use cases. Every data point in the graph shows the 
requirements found within the bound limits and the total number of requirements for the use 
case.  

 

 
Figure 34. Spec Explorer analysis of uplink Carrier Setup 
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Looking at the uplink Carrier setup in Figure 34, we see that around 90% of the user-defined 
requirements are found within 400 state transitions. Many of these found requirements are 
dependent on boundary checks for the parameter values. The generation of the parameter 
values in Spec Explorer by using the CIT technique is highly efficient. A few requirements left 
are dependent on the setup of multiple Carriers and therefore multiple state transitions. This is 
also the reason why some of the requirements are much harder to find. Notice that with the low 
bound limit of 50 state transitions, the runtime for the model is at around 40 seconds. This is 
due to the overhead time that exists for parsing the RU hardware values in the initiated model 
state and the calculation time it takes to generate the accepted parameter values.  

 

 
Figure 35. Spec Explorer analysis of downlink Carrier setup 

Much like the previous graph, the graph in Figure 35 shows that single downlink Carrier setup is 
only dependent on the rate of the checks for the parameter values rather than the state 
transitions. Even though the overhead time for the Carrier initial model state should be the same 
as in the uplink Carrier setup, the total overhead time is still longer in the downlink Carrier setup 
compared with the previous graph. The reason for this is because Single Downlink Carrier 
Setup has more parameter checks and more parameter combinations compared with uplink 
Carrier setup, and therefore the calculation time is also longer in comparison. 
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Figure 36. Spec Explorer analysis of Multi Downlink Carrier Setup 

Multi downlink Carrier setup is the only use case that is purely dependent on the states and 
state transitions. The user-defined requirements in multi downlink Carrier setup are dependent 
on multiple iterations of the Carrier setup states for setting up multiple downlink Carriers. This is 
reflected in the graph where the overhead time for the initiate model state and parameter 
combination calculation is very low. 

 

5.5 The advantages and disadvantages with MBT 

Reflecting back to the chapters “Benefits of MBT” and “challenges of MBT” this section will 
analyze how the result of the MBT is compare to the traditional testing method and show the 
benefits and consequences.  

5.5.1 Test cost and testing time  

The time it takes for the author to learn and understand the basic features of Spec Explorer is 2 
weeks. This lies within the established timeframe of learning and understanding basic MBT tools 
according to the study [19]. Time spent on implementing and updating the model is 
approximately 5 regular working weeks. The final behavior model is able to produce 86 unique 
requirements based on rainy day use scenarios. These 86 requirements are able to implicitly 
cover a large portion of the functional requirements for the LTE Carrier setup phase. Compared 
with the traditional RU testing process where a test case used to take up to 5 days to design 
and implement, the MBT is more efficient to create the test cases. Overall 2500 lines of codes 
are written for the model and the new test suite. It takes around 42 minutes to run the 86 test 
cases in the new test framework. As previously mentioned, it is uncertain if the runtime is 
improved comparing with the old test framework.  

5.5.2 Testing quality    
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The test quality of the RU LTE Carrier setup is improved by introducing wider test coverage and 
also the possibility to easily increase the test coverage. 86 test cases are generated from the 
model. There are possibilities of generating even more test cases. This is shown in section 4.6 
Updated model for Carrier setup and 4.7 Final model for Carrier setup, the number of test cases 

generated and test coverage are increased by simply changing the model and updating the test 
criteria even so slightly. Compared with the old testing framework where the number of test 
case is strictly dependent on the written documents. This limits the possible test coverage for 
the RU and introducing new test coverage would mean to manually create new test cases.  
 
The test coverage is dependent on rainy day scenarios. The sunny day scenarios are implicitly 
included in the rainy day scenarios. In order to cover explicitly sunny day test requirements, it 
may be needed to create a sunny day model or add sunny day functions in future iterations.  

 
Unlike traditional testing MBT is not dependent on the ingenuity of the engineer. The author was 
previously not experienced with test creation or testing design. However with MBT much of the 
testing process is able to be automated within the MBT tool and fewer dependencies are put on 
the engineer. 

5.5.3 Fault detection 

Fault detection is made more convenient with Spec Explorer. In the old test framework when a 
failure occurred the tester had to manually analyze the specific test script and find the reason or 
reasons for the failure. There are no simplified visualization methods were it is possible to follow 
the test sequences and the test case did not always have a clear structure, this lead to that the 
analysis of a failure would always take a long time.  
 
With Spec Explorer the generated abstract test cases reflect the model behavior based on the 
RU. The visualization function provided in Spec Explorer simplifies the process of verifying the 
correctness of the model. The generated abstract test cases have a clear structure with easy to 
follow test sequence and state transitions. The abstract test cases are parsed into a readable 
format for the new test framework. The executable test cases in the new test framework follow 
the structure and test sequence of the abstract test cases. Failures are detected with the help of 
the assertion function in TestNG. A failure is found if the cause of the Carrier setup error is 
different between the model and the live RU. If they don’t match, it is easy to follow the clear 
structure of the test case to trace back to the design and specification documentation for 
validation. This is also described in the section 5.2 Result analysis where multiple failures are 

detected and traced back to the basis.  

5.5.4 Requirement defect detection and requirement validation 

Out of the 5 failures found, two of them are identified to be inconsistencies between the design 
and specification documentation and the live RU. The three other faults are traced back to be 
incorrect requirements for the LTE Carrier setup phase. Two of the three incorrect requirements 
found are informal requirements that are not strictly specified in the specification and design 
documentation, but through discussion with colleagues. Many of the implemented requirements 
for the final model are also received informally through discussions or other methods. The 
reason for this is because of the amount of information spread for the RU functional 
requirements. The documentation that the author received is only a small part of the overall 
existing documentation which describes the RU behavior and RU functionality. It would not be 
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feasible under the time constraint for the author to analyze and read every specification and 
design documentation for the RU. Therefore it is needed to have discussions with colleagues 
about informal requirements. Requirement validation is done in Spec Explorer by manual 
inspection. Each test case is inspected to ensure that the captured requirements reflect the 
functionalities of the RU.  

5.5.5 Requirements evolution and reuse of assets 

The behavior model underwent multiple iterations of changes where each iteration led to some 
coverage improvement. Under the implementation phase multiple new requirements were 
introduced into the model behavior. One of the main strengths of MBT is that assets and models 
can be reproduced and modified to the test needs. This is especially useful for complex systems 
such as the RU environment which has frequent changes. For every new iteration, all that 
needs to be done is to update the model implementation and generate new test cases. The time 
used to update the model and re-generate the test cases is drastically lower than the time it 
would have taken to re-create those test cases with the traditional testing method. The model at 
this stage only covers the LTE Carrier setup phase. However the model could easily be 
modified and reused with extending functionalities when needed. For example it wouldn't 
require much work to adapt and reuse the model for the GSM Carrier setup or add functionality 
to include the modify-power and frequency states.  

5.5.6 Challenges 

The first challenge is that the new test framework is not yet complete. The MBT process is 
dependent on the new testing framework under development. If a problem occurs in the new 
test framework, it will also affect the MBT development. This hurdle was noticeable during the 
model implementation phase. Some essential functions are still missing in the new testing 
framework, for example, a function to do measurements on the Carriers after the setup process. 
Another challenge is the wide distribution of information within the organization. Because of this 
distribution there are also information inconsistencies within the documentation describing the 
RU environment. Some of these inconsistencies are only due to out of date documentation. 
Lastly, since the distribution is over multiple documents, it is a challenge to find all of the 
required information for the RU environment.  
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Chapter 6. Conclusion 

 
This thesis work has shown that with the help of MBT it is possible to increase the efficiency of 
the testing process for the Radio Unit product in comparison to the old test process. A model 
was created in Spec Explorer that reflects the RU LTE Carrier Setup phase. To ensure that the 
model was suitable, it underwent an iterative process where each iteration was intended to 
continuously improve the requirement coverage for the RU environment. The abstract test 
cases from the model were created based on rainy day scenarios which correspond to the 
specification and design documentations. The abstract test cases do not explicitly reflect the 
functional requirements in the requirement documentation for the RU, rather they implicitly cover 
them. This is discussed in section 5.3 Test Coverage Analysis. The abstract cases were then 

parsed into the new test framework where they were tested on both the virtual and real RU 
environments. The use of MBT to improve the testing process for the RU environment could 
then be compared to the old test framework. The comparison was focused on testing time, 
testing cost, testing quality, requirement traceability, defect detection and model behavior 
evolution. The result of the comparison was that with MBT there was a noticeable improvement 
in testing cost and model behavior evolution. It was hard to analyze the testing runtime because 
of the lack of functions (measurements). After discussions with colleagues and analyzing the 
result, the conclusion was that the time for the complete testing process is an improvement over 
the old test framework (from the generation of abstract test cases to the conformance tests on 
the new test framework). The defect detection and requirement traceability are more convenient 
compared with the traditional testing process. When it comes to test quality it is arguable if the 
implemented model behavior is better due to the fact that the model does not explicitly cover 
every Ericsson functional test requirement. A detailed description of this comparison is in 
section 5.5 The advantages and disadvantages with MBT.  

 
The implemented MBT model can still be improved. One improvement is to add a sunny day 
model behavior. A sunny day model behavior combined together with the rainy day model 
behavior would ensure that the model explicitly covers all of the functional requirements for the 
RU environment. It will also increase the test quality with increasing the test coverage. Another 
improvement area is to automate the process of manually checking every passed rainy day test 
case by comparing the received result with the expected result (comparing the fault causes). 
This process is easily automated if the defined reject message from the RU environment is 
previously known. The specification and design documentation describing the RU environment 
only mentions vaguely the actual string for the reject messages and not how they are created.  

 
It is important to note that the MBT result could only be compared with the old test framework. 
Because the new test framework is still incomplete, no comparison could be done to see if MBT 
is an improvement in the new test framework. It is clear that MBT is an improvement over the 
old test framework. Further testing for the complete test process from creating a test case to the 
final execution is required in the new test framework in order to make a conclusion about the 
MBT in the new test framework.  

 
The thesis has also shown the strength of the MBT tool, Spec Explorer. Spec Explorer is able to 
take advantage of its slicing functionality to create model behaviors independent of the SUT 
complexity. The slicing functionality is used to tackle the notorious state explosion problem. This 
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is noticeable in the RU model where the complex behavior of the RU is successfully 
implemented. Spec Explorer is not only good for modeling finite state machines using the 
defined Cord machines, but also supports the combinatorial interaction testing technique to 
keep the number of generated test cases manageable. This is shown in the RU model where 
Spec Explorer is able to perform advanced parameter combinatorial calculations to generate the 
test cases. We concluded that Spec Explorer is able to model any interaction-oriented or state-
oriented model behavior as long as it stays within the boundaries of functional testing. If the 
model is too complex and the number of slicing machines needed for the model behavior is too 
large, the MBT process with Spec Explorer would lose its purpose. More details about the 
general functionality of Spec Explorer can be read in chapter 3 Spec Explorer. More details about 

the analysis of how Spec Explorer functions in the RU model can be found in section 5.5 Spec 
Explorer analysis.  

 
To succeed with applying MBT to the Ericsson Corporation for the RU function test process, 
there are numerous further challenges to surmount. Some of the challenges are the re-
education of employees, the time spent on creating the initial working MBT models, finding the 
best working process with the MBT tools and more. To complete all of these challenges there 
needs to be a tremendous effort where each challenge has to be dealt with before moving on to 
the next. More details about the challenges can be found in section 2.4 Challenges with MBT. 

With all of these challenges in mind it would be unfeasible to try and implement MBT for the 
complete RU functionality all at once. The RU is a very complex system with a wide range of 
functions. There are numerous documents describing the design, specifications and 
requirements for the functions. As this thesis has shown, it can be very hard to cover all of the 
functional requirements given from the RU specifications and design documentations. The 
Carrier setup phase is a medium-sized part of the overall RU functionality, and it still requires 
multiple iterations of simplifying the model and the use of slicing machines. This shows that 
even for medium-size RU functionality, the state space might be too large and the use of slicing 
machines is essential. Sometimes even multiple models are needed to fully cover the behavior 
of a single medium-sized RU functionality. If more complex RU functionalities would be 
modelled, it is easy to imagine that the modeling process would be difficult and the required 
number of slicing machines would be too large. The solution for this type of complex scenario is 
to iterate the model and split the model into multiple sub-models. However this also means that 
if a change would happen to the complex RU functionality, multiple models have to be updated / 
modified. Therefore it is believed that the complete RU functionality would be difficult to simulate 
within a reasonable number of models and slicing machines. With this in mind the conclusion is 
that it is more logical to use MBT to first simulate smaller- and medium-sized RU functionality 
such as the LTE Carrier Setup and then combine those models into more complex models to 
cover the RU functionality. The recommended approach to introduce MBT in Ericsson is to 
implement the RU models gradually, starting with the simpler RU-functions and expanding the 
models when needed.  
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